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We’re the missing piece you’ve been searching for, here’s why... 
Consulting. Software. Expertise. All in one place.

Don’t go it alone. Whether you are just starting your organization’s plan or have a comprehensive 

enterprise resilience plan in place, we can help you manage, anaylze and implement an optimal     

business continuity, Federal COOP, resilience and disastery recovery management program. We  

provide a one-stop shop of consulting services that encompass government, healthcare,  

manufacturing, academia, financial, eCommerce and so much more. Our software solution,  

Sustainble Planner® allows you to take control of the reigns and drive success. It’s flexibility is  

unmatched and you don’t pay for “customization.” 

We help minimize the stress of continuity planning and tailor it to your specific needs. 

Virtual Corporation uniquely leverages its expertise in continuity consulting to ensure that the       

results of every project are sustainable, well documented and effective. Our philosophy is to deliver 

knowledge transfer to our clients. We begin every engagement planning for passing the continuity 

baton. Our consultants are experts across multiple business sectors and have over 50 plus years of 

combined experience. We make YOUR approach, OUR approach by getting in the trenches with you to 

learn the about your organizational needs and expecations.

As enterprise consultant leaders, our service offerings  
include but aren’t limited too: 

Business impact analysis Continuity program design

Site vulnerability assessments Program implementation

Crisis management BCMM assessments and training

Incident command exercises and drills Continuity exercise facilitation



About Virtual Corporation

Virtual Corporation, Inc. offers business and organizational continuity planning software, analytics, consulting services, and templates that empower government, 
healthcare, financial, technology, and other organizations to achieve sustained resilience. We specialize in helping our clients develop and sustain repeatable, 
practical business continuity management (BCM) capabilities. To Learn how Virtual Corporation can help you plan and recover from business and organizational 
disruptions, visit Virtual-Corp.com 
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Command Continuity and Resilience.

1. We get to know you better to assess
and research your specific operational
data, customer and market-specific needs.

2. Collaboratively, we create a strategic
plan prioritized for your organizational
best practices and requirements.

3. We design a dynamic, comprehensive
continuity solution to support optimal 
resiliency and risk mitigation across the
physical, social, and intangible infrastructure
of your enterprise.

4. We will direct a seamless implementation,
administrative buy-in, department engagement
and conversion across your enterprise.

5. We provide comprehensive consultative
support from the industry’s top continuity
experts across business sectors. 

Sustainable Planner® is a cost-effective, comprehensive 
and customizable business continuity software solution.

Stay in the driver’s seat. Take control of 
your organizational resilience with the 
smart and intuitive Sustainable Planner! 
 
This powerful software is easy to  
navigate, allows for roles-based       
planning and interface, and keeps your    
continuity plan dynamic.

With Sustainable Planner, you can keep your organization resilient by:
• Analyzing exposure
• Enhancing preparedeness
• Performing business impact analysis (BIA)
• Controlling communications
• Mitigating disaster recovery
• Optimizing resilience planning
• Commanding business continuity programs (BCP)


